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Stimulus-driven capture
and contingent capture
Jan Theeuwes,∗ Christian N. L. Olivers and Artem Belopolsky
Whether or not certain physical events can capture attention has been one of
the most debated issues in the study of attention. This discussion is concerned
with how goal-directed and stimulus-driven processes interact in perception and
cognition. On one extreme of the spectrum is the idea that attention capture is
primarily stimulus driven and automatic. On the other end is the notion that
attention capture is always contingent on the goals of the observer, and thus under
top-down control. This review discusses the empirical evidence for each of these
viewpoints and the theoretical consequences. In addition, there is a discussion of
the issues that remain controversial within the debate between the two viewpoints.
It is concluded that visual selection depends on the interaction between bottom-up
and top-down processes with a special role for spatial attention as the top-down
gatekeeper for attention capture. © 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. WIREs Cogn Sci

T

he amount of visual information entering our eyes
is much greater than what our brain can fully
process. It is therefore necessary that we can select
information that is relevant and ignore information
that is irrelevant for our tasks, particularly because
irrelevant information can disrupt our ongoing
behavior. Visual attention is the selection mechanism
by which some visual events are prioritized, whereas
others are excluded from processing. We speak of
attention capture when attention is unintentionally
drawn to the location of such an event.
A fundamental question that has spurred a
heated debate over the last 15 years is whether we have
full control over what we select from the environment.
Selection may be controlled by the observer in a topdown way, or may be controlled by the properties
of the stimulus ﬁeld, in a stimulus-driven, bottomup way. According to the stimulus-driven capture
account, selection is initially determined by the
physical salience of the objects in the environment.
In this view, attention will go ﬁrst to the most salient
element in the environment regardless of top-down
control settings. After this element has been selected,
its location gets inhibited, and attention may move on
to the next most salient object in the hierarchy.1–11
This mechanism has recently been modeled in the Itti
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and Koch’s12 computational model of salience driven
selection.
According to a different account known as
the contingent attention capture hypothesis, attention
capture is never stimulus driven, but always contingent
on the top-down settings of the observer.13–19 In other
words, the ‘contingent capture’ model postulates that
only stimuli that match the top-down control settings
will capture attention; stimuli that do not match
the top-down settings will be ignored. This paper
reviews the evidence available for stimulus-driven and
contingent capture.

VISUAL SELECTION
For several decades, there has been agreement that
visual selection involves two functionally independent
stages of processing.20–22 An early visual stage,
sometimes referred to as pre-attentive, operates in
parallel across the visual ﬁeld and a later stage, often
referred to as attentive, can deal with only one (or a
few items) at the same time. Even though it appears
that the dichotomy between these two stages is not
as strict as originally assumed, in almost all past
and present theories of visual attention this basic
architecture is still present.12,18,23–25 Given the twostage framework, it is generally assumed that visual
selection depends principally on the outcome of the
early stage of visual processing. Processing occurring
during the initial wave of stimulation through the
brain determines which element is selected and is
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passed on to the second stage of processing. In line
with the two-stage approach, passing on an item to
the second stage of processing implies that this item
has been selected for further processing.20,22
This means that from all objects that are present
in the visual ﬁeld (and are available at the pre-attentive
stage of processing), only the object that is passed
onto the ﬁnal stage of processing will affect decisionmaking and responding. This passing on from the
initial stage of pre-attentive processing to attentive
processing is what is considered to be selection.
As mentioned earlier, this distinction between early
parallel and later serial processing is present (explicitly
or implicitly) in most classic and recent theories of
visual selection. Note, however, that there are also
theories that do not make a distinction between early
and later processing and assume that everything is
processed in parallel up to a high level.26 These
theories are based on the classic conception of ‘lateselection’27 and equate selection with the processes
that are involved in decision-making and response
selection.
Studies investigating initial attentional control
typically use displays in which the target is deﬁned
as a feature singleton. When confronted with such a
display (such as displays in which one element is red
and the others are green), one is able to immediately
detect this element without any effort. Typically,
search time to determine whether such a feature
singleton is present or not, is independent of the
number of elements in the display. Finding these ﬂat
search functions is important because it implies that
we are dealing with parallel pre-attentive search. Only
when parallel, pre-attentive search is involved, we can
determine whether the initial selection is controlled in
a top-down or bottom-up way. If search is slow and
effortful (as e.g., in a conjunction search task), there
is ample time to have massive feedback from higher
to lower brain areas, obscuring the bottom-up input
and making it difﬁcult to investigate initial attention
capture.
The ﬁnding that upon presentation, a feature
singleton can immediately be detected has led to the
suggestion that feature singletons receive attentional
priority independent of the intentions of the observer.
In other words, when searching for a pre-speciﬁed
target (such as a red circle between green circles) one
may argue that selection occurs in a purely bottom-up
way. This claim may not necessarily be correct. If the
feature singleton is also the element that observers are
instructed to look for, one cannot determine whether
this immediate selection of the feature singleton is
the result of bottom-up or top-down control. As
pointed out by Yantis and Egeth,28 one can only

speak of selection in a purely stimulus-driven fashion
when the stimulus feature in question is completely
task-irrelevant, so that there is no incentive for the
observer to attend to it deliberately. As expressed
by Yantis and Egeth28 : ‘If an object with such an
attribute captures attention under these conditions,
then and only then can that attribute be said to
capture attention in a purely stimulus-driven fashion’
(p. 663). When objects or events receive priority
independently of the observer’s goals and beliefs one
refers to attention capture when such an event only
captures our attention3,4 and one refers to oculomotor
capture when such an event also inadvertently triggers
a saccade to the location of the event.29

STIMULUS-DRIVEN CAPTURE
To investigate the contribution of top-down and
bottom-up control in visual selection, in the early
1990s, Theeuwes2–4 developed the so-called additional singleton task. This task was a visual search
task in which observers search for one speciﬁc clearly
deﬁned salient singleton while another irrelevant singleton was simultaneously present. Figure 1 gives
examples of the display. It is important to note that
in this task the irrelevant color distractor was never
the target, so there was no reason for observers to
attend to it. If in this task the irrelevant singleton
would capture attention, it would fulﬁll the condition
set out by Yantis and Egeth28 for pure stimulus-driven
capture. Moreover, observers also had a clear search
goal: throughout the whole experiment observers consistently looked for the same target (a green diamond)
allowing them to adapt a clear top-down search set.
It is important to note that in this task observers
searched for a particular target shape (a green diamond) but responded to the orientation of the line
segment inside the target shape. This makes it possible to disentangle factors affecting the selection of
the target from those affecting the response selection.
As is clear from Figure 1, search functions are ﬂat
suggesting that this task involves pop-out detection
involving the ﬁrst stage of pre-attentive processing.
The main ﬁnding of the additional singleton
search task is that RTs in the condition in which a
unique color irrelevant distractor is present are higher
than when such distractor is not present (see Figure 1).
Importantly, an irrelevant singleton only causes an RT
increase when the distractor is more salient than the
target. When the color distractor was made less salient
[see Figure 1 (right panels)], its presence did not affect
search for the diamond target anymore. These ﬁndings
are important because they indicate that it is the
bottom-up salience signal of the stimuli in the visual
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FIGURE 1 | Stimuli and data from Theeuwes.3 Observers search throughout the whole experiment for a shape singleton, a green diamond
presented among a variable number of circles. Observers respond to the orientation (horizontal or vertical) of the line segment presented within the
target diamond shape. On the left side: The color distractor singleton captures attention and causes a reaction time (RT) increase because the color
distractor is more salient than the target singleton (the green diamond). On the right side: Finding the shape singleton is not affected by the presence
of the color singleton because the color singleton is in this condition less salient than the target singleton (the green diamond). These results indicate
that even though observers always search for a diamond singleton, this top-down set cannot prevent the selection of the color singleton. Selection
appears to be completely controlled by the salience of the stimuli in the visual ﬁeld. This result is taken as evidence for stimulus-driven attention
capture.

ﬁeld that determines the selection order. Even though
observers knew that the red singleton was never the
target they could not apply sufﬁcient top-down control
to prevent its selection. In one experiment, Theeuwes3
showed that the interference effect caused by the
irrelevant distractor remained present even after 1800
trials of training. Thus even extensive practice cannot
induce sufﬁcient top-down control to overcome the
interference caused by a salient distractor.
The increase in search time in conditions
in which an irrelevant singleton was present was
explained in terms of attention capture.2–4 Because
the irrelevant color singleton was selected exogenously
and captured attention, it required more time before
the target singleton could be selected and a response
could be generated. Given the observation that
attention capture completely depended on the relative
salience of the singleton target and the distractor
singleton, it was argued that early visual pre-attentive
processing is only driven by bottom-up factors.
This implies that early on, during the ﬁrst sweep

of information through the brain, the competition
between the two salient objects is resolved in
accordance with the relative strength of bottom-up
salience signals. It was concluded that top-down
control over feature selection (i.e., knowing that the
target is a diamond and not a red circle) and extensive
training were not able to affect this pure stimulusdriven capture.
Note that after attention is captured by the
salient singleton, there is ample opportunity for
top-down control. For example, when the singleton
selected is a red circle and observers know that they
are searching for a green diamond (see Figure 1),
top-down processing allows a fast and efﬁcient
disengagement of attention from the erroneously
selected singleton. This was demonstrated in a study
in which the color distractor singleton was presented
150 ms before the presentation of the target. In
that study, there was no behavioral evidence that
the irrelevant color singleton captured attention8
suggesting that the erroneous capture by a distractor
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singleton can be overcome within 150 ms. Clearly,
attention capture is short-lived and after a distractor
is selected, top-down (possibly recurrent) processing
disengages the processing from the distractor location
enabling the selection of the target. This process of
disengaging attention from the distractor location and
engaging attention at the target location only takes
100–150 ms (see also Ref 30) for a similar result.
Since its introduction in 1991, the basic ﬁndings
of additional singleton paradigm (and variations of
it) have been replicated by many labs using reaction
time,30–34 d-prime35,36 and saccadic eye movements.11
Even though the basic ﬁnding is undisputed, since its
introduction there has been a large controversy about
the interpretation of performance decrement caused
by the irrelevant distractor—that is, whether it reﬂects
attention capture at all.

CONTINGENT ATTENTION CAPTURE
Opposing the idea of stimulus-driven attention
capture is the hypothesis that capture is contingent
on top-down control setting. According to this view
known as the contingent capture hypothesis14,15
selection depends critically on the explicit or implicit
perceptual goals held by the observer at any given time.
When performing a visual task such as searching for
a trafﬁc light while approaching a busy intersection,
it is assumed that the activation of a search template
(e.g., here red or green) ensures that our attention
only gets captured by objects that look like they may
be relevant for the task at hand. In this example, this
might be the trafﬁc light, but attention may also be
captured by an irrelevant object that matches what
one is looking for, such as the onset of a brake light
on the car in front of you, or the changing to green of
the pedestrian light.
In their original series of experiments, Folk
et al.14 showed that visual selection depends critically
on the top-down attentional set of the observer. Folk
et al.14 used a spatial cueing paradigm in which a cue
display was followed in rapid succession by a target
display. There were four elements in the target display.
In the target display, observers were required
to identify the unique element. There were two types
of target display: In the color display, the target was
red, whereas the other three elements were white. In
the onset display, only one element was presented,
and so the target was characterized as being the only
element with an abrupt onset. Immediately preceding
the target display at 150 ms stimulus onset asynchrony
(SOA), a cue display was presented. Similar to the
target displays, cue displays consisted of two types:
the cue was either deﬁned by color (in which one

location was surrounded by red dots and the other
three locations were surrounded by white dots) or
by onset (in which one location was surrounded by
an abrupt onset of white dots and the remaining
locations remained empty). In the critical experiment,
the cue that preceded the search display could either
be valid (i.e., it appeared at the same location as
the target), or invalid (i.e., it appeared at the same
location as the target). Among the four potential
target locations, the cue was valid on 25% of the trials
and invalid on the remaining trials. Thus, consistent
with the criterion set by Yantis and Egeth,28 there
was no incentive for observers to deliberately attend
to the cue fulﬁlling the criterion for pure stimulus
driven capture. The important ﬁnding was that when
observers were looking for a target deﬁned as an
abrupt onset, observers were fast on valid trials and
relatively slow on invalid trials, but only when the
cue was deﬁned by an onset too. The same was
found for the conditions in which they were looking
for a target deﬁned by color: observers were fast
on valid trials and relatively slow on invalid trials,
but only when the cue was deﬁned by color. When
the cue was deﬁned by the other feature (i.e., color
when looking for onset or the other way around),
no effect of cue validity was found (see Figure 2).
The critical ﬁnding of Folk et al.’s studies was that
only when the search display was preceded by a tobe-ignored featural singleton (the ‘cue’) that matched
the singleton for which observers were searching, the
cue captured attention. Thus, when searching for a
red target singleton, attention automatically shifted to
the location of the irrelevant red cue that preceded
the search display while the irrelevant onset had no
effect on performance. The result clearly indicated
that the top-down attentional set determines the
selection priority: when set for a particular feature
singleton, one will select each element that matches
this top-down set; feature singletons that do not match
top-down attentional sets will not be selected and
will simply be ignored. Obviously, according to this
view the attentional readiness adopted by the observer
determines selection.
The ﬁndings of Folk et al. have been replicated
many times using various modiﬁcations of the classic
paradigm15,37–40 (but see Ref 41).

ONLY ONSETS CAPTURE ATTENTION
In the extreme, stimulus-driven capture and contingent capture represent opposite viewpoints: stimulus
driven capture claims that capture is always bottomup, whereas contingent capture claims that capture is
always dependent on top-down settings. A viewpoint
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FIGURE 2 | The contingent capture paradigm of Folk et al.14
Observers had to respond to a target singleton (either an ‘X’ or an ‘=’).
The target was deﬁned as singleton which had a unique color (‘color
target’ condition, bottom-right) or was the only element presented as
an onset (‘onset target’ condition, top-right). Each type of target display
was preceded by a cue display. The cue display consisted of either an
onset cue (top left) or a color cue (bottom-left). All conditions were
factorially combined. The important ﬁnding was that each cue type
(onset color cue) only captured attention when observers were set to
look for it.

that is somewhere in the middle is the notion that
only abrupt onsets have the ability to capture attention in a truly bottom-up way, with other properties,
such as color, being dependent on top-down settings.
In the late 1980s, Yantis and Jonides,42 Jonides and
Yantis43 (see also Yantis & Egeth, 28), conducted
several studies investigating whether feature singleton receive attentional priority. Yantis and colleagues
adopted a visual search task, such that the target of
search was a nonsingleton letter. This type of search is
not efﬁcient revealing search times that increase with
the number of elements present in the display. In each
search display, there was always one salient element
and the question addressed was whether search would
automatically start at the salient element. With N as
the number of elements in the display, the salient element was the target on 1/N of the trials, indicating
that the chance that the salient element was the target was the same as for any other letter. Because the
salient element was the target at chance level, there
was no incentive to deliberately start searching at the
salient singleton (see Figure 3). Jonides and Yantis43
showed that subjects did not start searching at the
salient element in the display. When the unique element happened to be the target (e.g., an element with

a unique color or unique luminance), the search slopes
were basically the same as in the condition in which a
nonunique element was the target (see panels B and C;
compare the ‘unique’ and ‘common’ search slopes). It
was concluded that salient static singletons are treated
in the same way as other nonsalient elements in the
visual ﬁeld. Uniqueness in color or luminance is not
sufﬁcient to capture attention when it is irrelevant
to the top-down goal. More importantly, however,
Jonides and Yantis43 showed that elements appearing
with an abrupt onset have a special status in capturing
attention irrespectively of the top-down settings (see
panel A).
Overall, Jonides and Yantis43 (see also Yantis
and Egeth28 ) claimed that a feature singleton (such
as an element having a unique color or brightness)
is not automatically selected. Only when the element
is presented with abrupt onset, it receives attentional
priority. Yantis and Egeth28 claimed that selection is
under top-down control except for elements that are
presented with abrupt onset constituting a new object.
Recently, Schreij et al.44 conﬁrmed the special
role for onsets in a paradigm similar to that of
Folk et al.14 In this study, it was shown that even
when observers have an attentional set for color,
an irrelevant new object presented with an abrupt
onset captured attention. It was concluded that abrupt
onsets can override a top-down set for color. The
conclusions of this study were recently challenged
by Folk et al.45 arguing that the inference effect of
the abrupt onset may not necessarily be because
of attention capture but could represent nonspatial
ﬁltering costs. This and other controversies will be
discussed next.

CONTROVERSIES
Over the past 20 years or so, there has been a heated
discussion on the extent to which visual selection is
under top-down control. On the one hand, there is the
stimulus-driven capture view of Theeuwes suggesting
that there is no top-down control in early vision
and that the initial sweep of information is basically
bottom-up; while on the other hand, there are views
that assume full top-down control14 or views that
assume top-down control under speciﬁc conditions
(such as Refs 31,43). Even though the debate started
more than 20 years ago, with many attempts to
reconcile the differences, there is still no clear answer
to the question.

The Time Course of Attention Capture
An important question that needs to be answered
is why in Folk et al.’s spatial cueing paradigm
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(see Figure 2) there is full top-down control over
selection and why there appears to be no top-down
control in Theeuwes irrelevant singleton paradigm
(see Figure 1). The answer to this question may lie
in the procedural differences between the paradigms.
As noted, Folk et al. use a spatial cueing paradigm in
which observers have to ignore a ‘cue’ that appears
150 ms prior to the presentation of the target display
(see, e.g., Ref 14). Observers respond to a character
shape (X vs. =), which had either a unique color or
a unique abrupt onset. When the search display was
preceded by a to-be-ignored featural singleton (the
‘cue’) that matches the singleton for which they are
searching, the cue captures attention, as evidenced by
a prolonged reaction time to identify the target (i.e.,
when the cue and target appear in different spatial
locations). On the other hand, if the to-be-ignored
featural singleton ‘cue’ did not match the singleton for
which they are searching, its appearance apparently
did not have an effect on responding, i.e., the cue
did not capture attention. The critical ﬁnding in these
studies is that a cue that does not match the top-down
search goal (i.e., the deﬁning property of the target)
does not affect RT (i.e., a zero effect), whereas a cue
that matches the search goal has an effect on RT.
Contrary to the spatial cueing paradigm,
Theeuwes used the above described irrelevant singleton search task in which the target and distractor
singleton were simultaneously present. He showed
that, independent of any top-down goal, an irrelevant
singleton that was more salient than the singleton
target interfered with search. As Theeuwes et al.8
have argued, it is quite feasible that the irrelevant cue
did capture attention in Folk et al.’s spatial cueing

FIGURE 3 | Paradigm and data from Jonides
and Yantis.43 In the ﬁrst display, a target letter was
displayed for 1000 ms (in this case the letter P)
followed by a premask display for 1000 ms. In the
search display, one letter had a unique color
(dotted lines). At chance level, this letter could be
the target. The results show that observers do not
start searching at the unique feature (panel B:
unique brightness; panel C: unique color). Note
that when the unique feature is an abrupt onset
(panel A), observer do start searching at the unique
feature (i.e., the abrupt onset),
on = present-onset; no-on = present-no-onset;
abs = absent; brt = present-bright; dim =
present-dim; common = present-common color;
unique = present-unique color.

paradigm. Because there was a delay of 150 ms
between the presentation of the cue and the search
display, observers may have been able to overcome
the attention capture by the time the search display
was presented (see also Ref 4). Disengagement of
attention from the cue may have been relatively fast
when the cue and target did not share the same
deﬁning properties (e.g., the cue is red and the target
is an onset), whereas disengagement from the cue may
have been relatively slow in cases in which the cue
and target share the same deﬁning properties (e.g.,
both were red).
Recently, Chen and Mordkoff46 tested the idea
whether the 150 ms SOA in the Folk et al. paradigm
masked attention capture by irrelevant singletons
because of the relatively long interval between cue
and target display. Instead of a 150 ms SOA, Chen
and Mordkoff46 used a 35 ms SOA and still found no
evidence for attention capture by irrelevant singletons.
This study provides evidence against the idea that the
absence of capture in Folk et al.’s paradigm is because
of the relatively long delay between the presentation
of the cue and the search display (see also Refs 37,47).

Filtering Costs
Theeuwes observed an increase in reaction time in
conditions in which the irrelevant singleton was
present (see Figure 1). The increase in RT was
explained in terms of attention capture: attention
moved exogenously to the location of the salient
singleton before it could move to the location of the
(less salient) singleton target. Folk and Remington16
offered an alternative explanation for the increase in
RT in conditions, in which a distractor was present.
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They argued that ‘ﬁltering costs’48 lead to an increase
in search time caused by the irrelevant singleton. The
idea of ﬁltering costs is that the presence of an irrelevant singleton may slow the deployment of attention
to the target item by requiring an effortful and
time-consuming ﬁltering operation. According to this
line of reasoning, attention is employed in a top-down
way and goes directly to the singleton target; simply
because another irrelevant singleton is present, directing attention to the target may take more time than
when no such irrelevant singleton is present. Note that
this view does not entail a shift of spatial attention
to the location of the irrelevant singleton (i.e., no
attention capture), although it remains unclear what
the exact ﬁltering mechanism is. The controversy
regarding the viability of ﬁltering to explain attention
capture is still not resolved (see recent papers of
Schreij et al.44 and Folk et al.45 ). Without going into
further details, it has become a discussion about what
the concept of ﬁltering entails. If ﬁltering has a spatial
component, then conceptually there may be no difference anymore between a fast shift of attention to the
singleton location followed by a fast disengagement
of attention and the concept of ﬁltering.

Search Modes
Bacon and Egeth31 challenged the stimulus-driven
view of Theeuwes by suggesting that in the Theeuwes’
paradigm observers choose a search mode (the
so-called singleton detection mode), which causes
attention capture. If observers would choose another
mode (the so-called feature-search mode) there would
be no attention capture anymore. By deﬁnition, the
act of choosing a speciﬁc search mode implies the
involvement of top-down control and not bottom-up
capture.
Bacon and Egeth ﬁrst replicated Theeuwes’3
experiment described above in which a color singleton
interfered with search for a shape singleton. In the
following experiment, they added additional shapes
(i.e., squares and triangles) to the display so that the
shape singleton was no longer unique. In this condition
the color singleton did not interfere anymore. Bacon
and Egeth31 suggested that under these conditions
observers could not simply use ‘uniqueness’ to ﬁnd
the target. They argued that by adding additional
shapes observers could no longer rely on a difference
signal detection (referred to as ‘singleton detection
mode’) and had to switch strategies and rely on
a ‘feature-search mode’. In a feature-search mode,
observers are able to exclusively direct their attention
to the relevant feature and irrelevant singletons no
longer interfere. These results suggest that once the

feature search mode was set it was used throughout
a whole block of trials. Bacon and Egeth31 concluded
that ‘goal-directed selection of a speciﬁc known
featural singleton identity may override stimulusdriven capture by salient singletons’ (p. 493). These
results suggest that when observers ‘choose’ a featuresearch mode, attention capture by irrelevant singletons
can be eliminated. The notion that choosing a
search strategy allows attentional control suggests
that selection is very much under top-down control.
The idea of different search modes is an
attractive one but Theeuwes49 challenged the Bacon
and Egeth31 by suggesting that their results may
have been caused by the heterogeneity of the search
displays (i.e., the stimulus) rather than the attentional
state of the observers (i.e., top-down settings). More
complex stimuli may force subjects to search in a more
focused fashion, which may partly preclude attention
capture similar to the way it did in the study by
Jonides and Yantis.43 Indeed, when Theeuwes49 used
the same displays as Bacon and Egeth31 with three
different shape singletons (thus forcing observers to
engage in a feature-search mode), but at the same
time increased the salience of target and distractor
singleton (by adding more nontarget elements), search
became more efﬁcient, and the interference caused by
the color singleton re-emerged. However, Leber and
Egeth50 challenged Theeuwes49 ﬁndings and claimed
that extensive training can reinstate top-down control
over attention capture.

Attentional Window
Given the notion that inefﬁcient search eliminates
attention capture, Theeuwes49 suggested that the
size of the ‘attentional window’ of observers could
be one of the factors explaining why in some
experiments salient color singletons fail to capture
attention (as e.g., Bacon & Egeth31 and Jonides
& Yantis43 ). In studies which do not ﬁnd capture
by a color singleton visual search often occurs
in a serial or partly serial fashion, such that the
search elements are examined individually or in
small clusters. According to this hypothesis, when
observers expect a difﬁcult search task the size of the
attentional window is reduced such that the window
does not encompass the whole display. This increases
the chance that the unique element is not included
in the salience computations and does not capture
attention. However, when the target is a unique
object, as in the task used by Theeuwes,3,4 the optimal
strategy is to attend to the whole display at once
to ﬁnd the target. As a consequence, the uniquely
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colored item falls inside the attentional window, is
processed preattentively and captures attention. This
idea is supported by a well-known ﬁnding that when
a target location is known in advance, even abrupt
onsets do not capture attention.51,52
In a recent study, Belopolsky et al.53 tested this
idea. They used a design similar to Jonides and
Yantis,43 but in addition manipulated the size of
the attentional window of observers. To ensure that
observers spread their attention across the whole display, before they could start searching they had to
make a judgment regarding the spatial lay-out of all
the elements. Speciﬁcally, before searching the display observers had to decide whether the elements
formed an upward-pointing triangle. Only then they
could start their search. To make this judgment about
the lay-out of the display, observers had to spread
their attention. In another condition, Belopolsky et al.
ensured that observers focused their attention before
they could start searching. In this case only when the
ﬁxation point was a circle, were the observers allowed
to start searching the display.
The results showed that when attention was
initially focused in the center (focused attention condition), the salient color singleton was basically ignored
conﬁrming the ﬁndings of Jonides and Yantis.43 However, when attention was initially diffused over the
global stimulus arrangement (diffuse attention condition), in many trials the irrelevant color singleton was
selected ﬁrst.
Belopolsky et al.’s ﬁndings suggest that the size
of attentional window is an important factor in determining whether an irrelevant color singleton will
capture attention (but see Ref 50). When attention
is spread, visual search may be conducted across all
items in the visual ﬁeld in parallel (as in the irrelevant singleton task of Refs 2,3), at the expense that
an irrelevant salient singleton would also be selected

automatically. However when in anticipation of a difﬁcult search, the attentional window is set to a small
size, visual search will become serial (as in Ref 43), or
partly serial (as in Ref 31). In these conditions, salient
singleton falls outside of the attentional window will
not capture attention. The attentional window provides a way to reconcile different views on the extent of
top-down control, without assuming different search
modes. While the size of the attentional window can
be under top-down control, within the attentional
window top-down control cannot preclude attention
from being captured by the most salient feature.

CONCLUSION
In the present review we described the major controversies that exist in the ﬁeld of attentional capture. As
can be seen the debate regarding the extent and the
mechanisms of top-down control over visual selection
is still ongoing. However, a lot of progress has been
made in understanding the intricate interplay between
the top-down and bottom-up mechanisms. It is clear
that our control over what gets selected is far from
perfect; however, it is not nonexistent. As shown by
the contingent capture hypothesis top-down control
can strongly bias visual selection. At the same time, it
has been unequivocally demonstrated that completely
irrelevant, but salient stimuli interfere with our selection mechanisms, against our will. What the exact
nature of this interference is (whether capture, ﬁltering, or both) remains a matter of debate and awaits
more speciﬁc models of attention. Even when salient
objects inadvertently interfere, control over what gets
selected can be quickly regained by disengaging attentional resources from the stimulus and redirecting
them to the target, or by reducing the size of the
attentional window and therefore restricting the area
of parallel processing.
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